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Abstract
This survey paper provides a general overview on Cloud Computing. The
topics that are discussed include characteristics, deployment and service models as well drawbacks. Major aspects of Cloud Computing are explained to
give the reader a clearer understanding on the complexity of the platform.
Following this, several security issues and countermeasures are also discussed
to show the major issues and obstacles that Cloud Computing faces as it is
being implemented further. The major part of countermeasures focuses on
Intrusion Detection Systems. Moving towards Mobile Cloud Computing and
Internet of Things, this survey paper gives a general explanation on the applications and potential that comes with the integration of Cloud Computing
with any device that has Internet connectivity as well as the challenges that are
before it.
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1. Introduction
Cloud computing is a model that is completely based on the Internet and remote
servers to utilize large amounts of data, software, and applications. It is a promising new platform for services to be provided on the Internet. These include
storage, applications, and hardware services that clients can utilize as an on-demand basis. The listed services are provided without the clients having to own
the particular service or application. As for hardware services, clients do not
have to have them installed locally. They are usually paid for by clients “per use”
basis, which results in overall cost reductions. Along with reduced costs, major
companies such as Google and Amazon utilize the features and benefits of cloud
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computing such as low investment cost, easy to manage, and flexibility to provide their services [1]. The purpose of this survey paper is to give the reader a
much clearer understanding of the fundamentals of cloud computing ranging
from a general overview of cloud computing to the security issues and vulnerabilities that are involved with the platform.
The topics presented in this paper can be divided into four major categories.
This includes a general Cloud Computing overview, Cloud Computing security,
Mobile Cloud Computing, and Internet of Things. For the cloud computing
overview, the reader will find detailed explanations for each individual aspect of
cloud computing to get a clearer understanding on the platform ranging from
its architecture to each service model. The cloud computing security section
will provide an overview of a variety of different security threats and vulnerabilities that cloud computing faces. Mobile Cloud Computing and Internet of
Things both act as extensions to the general overview of Cloud Computing
with subtopics including Cloud Computing limitations, new applications, and
the future outlook, as Cloud Computing is further integrated with mobile devices.

2. Cloud Computing General Overview
There are various levels of Cloud Computing that need to be taken into consideration when trying to understand the platform. Like most forms of technology
it has it’s own set of benefits and drawbacks, which will be discussed shortly, but
also has defining characteristics that set it apart from other forms of technology.
Other levels of cloud computing include the various service and deployment
models. Each of these models allows for versatility in order to satisfy a specific
set of needs for different customer bases. On a higher level the cloud architecture
can be used to describe each component of cloud computing ranging from the
physical servers and networks, the middleware, and even to individual application function that are more commonly associated by clients for cloud computing. Figure 1 shows a general overview of each architectural layer of cloud
computing.

2.1. Cloud Computing Architecture
It is suggested that cloud computing can be divided into three levels with each
layer representing a key part of cloud computing. The application layer contains
the data and various applications used by clients such as web interfaces, programming interfaces for application development, and the main engines for
cloud applications known as the application core. The virtualization layer backs
up applications by providing them with the necessary resources and demands.
Database access and server functionality is found at this layer as well as connectivity components such as Internet Protocol and Domain Name System (DNS).
Here also, the virtualization of the physical infrastructure is provided where anything related to virtual machines is defined and controlled from the virtual
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.512009
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Figure 1. Cloud computing architecture and general overview.

components. The physical layer is the hardware and resources that the two layers
above utilize to perform their required tasks. Hardware includes individual
servers, switchers, and routers. The facilities that house the hardware is also a
part of this layer along with the power systems related to maintaining proper
operation of the physical components in house. This includes heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and emergency power [2].

2.2. Cloud Computing Benefits
The adoption of cloud computing has allowed for many companies to experience several benefits from it’s implementation. Reduction of costs from different payment schemes such as a onetime payment or pay-as-you-use instead of
an extensive purchase of a large number of computers and related hardware has
been a major benefit. Also the combination of needs from a customer base reduces the overall cost and with the higher computer utilization from cloud
computing services, this makes it an enticing option for major companies.
Another benefit offered is the reduced deployment times. With cloud computing, whole systems can become fully functional in a fraction of the time traditional methods would have. Examples include virtual web servers that can be
brought online in the cloud and the launching of products or services [1] [3].
Different aspects of services also benefit from cloud computing including introducing new services, scalability, and easy access. The cloud allows information to
be easily accessible anywhere with proper access. For scalability, the cloud can
scale services and provide new ones easily with the demands of customers. Along
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.512009
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with this, backup and recovery is another key benefit of cloud computing, which
allows easier storage than physical media [1].

2.3. Cloud Computing Drawbacks
Like all other forms of technology with all the benefits that cloud computing offers there are some drawbacks. Security issues are the main drawback to cloud
computing as sensitive data is usually handed over to third party cloud servers,
which could lead to trust issues within organizations of who they work with. The
amount of data used in cloud computing also makes it vulnerable to attacks,
which requires constant monitoring. Also technical issues such as server downtimes and even data losses can hinder job completions from organizations. Application inflexibility can also be considered a drawback to cloud computing because of the lack of support for different formats [1].

2.4. Cloud Computing Characteristics
With Cloud Computing being so complex there are several basic characteristics
that define the technology that is universally understood as the foundation for
the platform. These characteristics allow the services of Cloud Computing to be
provided which include elasticity, on demand self-service, multi-tenancy, and
shared resource pooling to name a few [1] [3] [4].
Elasticity allows cloud computing to scale either up or down quickly in order
to make a user think that there are unlimited resources available at all times.
Multi-tenancy allows the same infrastructure to be shared by different businesses. Each one would have its own responsibilities of its own respective layer while
sharing the same infrastructure provider and same data center. Shared resource
pooling allows the provider to combine computing resources to serve different
customers, and assign and reassign physical and virtual resources as customer
demand changes. This allows more flexibility to the infrastructure providers for
resource management and costs. Broad network access is another key characteristic of cloud computing. Since the platform is Internet based, the only thing
required for any Internet ready device to access cloud mechanisms, services, and
resources is an Internet connection [1] [3] [4].

2.5. Cloud Computing Deployment Models
The type of model cloud computing can be classified as depends on location and
organization. Public clouds are considered the standard cloud model. Multiple
users access the cloud resources and services on the same public infrastructure.
Each user is charged by the amount of time accessing the resources that they
need. Drawbacks to this model include the fact that it is prone to attacks and
have various security issues that will be discussed in later sections.
Private clouds contain an individual in a protected cloud environment which
only the single user can utilize the cloud services. On an organizational level, the
cloud is only assessable within the same company and it is also managed interDOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.512009
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nally. Benefits include security and easy maintenance however; the privatization
of this cloud can result in high costs. A community cloud is implemented as an
access between several organizations and belongs to the same community. Privacy requirements, policies, and security concerns are all shared. Infrastructure
locations can vary such as the same company hosted by a third-party. Hybrid
clouds combined private and public clouds or multiple clouds of the same type
under a standard protocol. Companies can utilize aspects of which types of
clouds are present in the hybrid cloud to allocate where to perform certain tasks
that can improve productivity [1] [5].

2.6. Cloud Computing Service Models
There are three service models used to describe cloud services. These include
Software as a Service, Platform as a Service, and Infrastructure as a Service.
Software as a Service (SaaS) allows clients to access cloud applications without
having to install the application on their own computer. The service provider
maintains the cloud-computing infrastructure, and control from a user’s standpoint is only at the application settings [6]. The advantages of this model include
reduction of software licensing costs, security, and it allows multiple clients to
use the same application at the same time [7]. Platform as a Service (PaaS) is
somewhat opposite of the previous model where now clients can create and
deploy their own applications to the cloud. These applications are developed by
programming and configuration tools and are mainly used by developers, testers
or administrators [6]. This platform allows individuals to develop applications
without the need to have the proper environment installed locally. Control over
the application’s configuration is in the client’s hands while the actual cloud infrastructure is not since they are renting the virtual servers for development and
testing. Advantages of Platform as a Service include increased flexibility for developers allowing them to create new platforms on demand to meet newer requirements along with security benefits of the service for data, which include
backup and recovery [7]. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) the client now has
access to the actual infrastructure of the cloud service provider. They can use the
virtual hardware to use development tools to build applications on the given infrastructure. Clients include higher level IT personnel including system administrators and developers [6]. Advantages of Infrastructure as a Service include
fluctuation of the infrastructure on demand and reduction of costs from hardware and human resources as well as from the ability to have many users use
single hardware [7].

3. Cloud Computing Security
Each level of Cloud Computing can have the potential for security risks that
need to be taken into consideration. The number one concern with the amount
of data being processed and stored in clouds is data security and privacy. In most
cases users and clients do not know this information, as this aspect of Cloud
Computing is essential but out of their hands. This concern of Cloud Computing
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.512009
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will be discussed in further detail. Looking at various security threat examples
and countermeasures pertaining to topic discussed previously such as Cloud
Computing service models and characteristics can give a good overview on the
obstacles that Cloud Computing faces as it is further implemented and more
widely used.

3.1. Cloud Computing CIA Triad
The CIA Triad model stands for Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability for
securing systems and plays a key role in maintaining proper security for cloud
computing. With the amount of data being exchanged on the platform each part
of the triad must be kept in check. Confidentiality prevents the access of data by
unauthorized party and in essence main role is to keep data private. There are
several parts of cloud computing that are related to this part of the CIA Triad.
Encryption, covert channel, and traffic analysis are just a few examples of what is
associated with confidentiality in cloud computing. Integrity maintains consistent and unaltered information being used on the cloud. This means that there is
no unauthorized modification of data present. Availability in cloud computing
means that the resources and data are reliable and can be accessed at any time as
user needs [8] [9].

3.2. CIA Triad General Security Threat Examples
General security threats also apply to cloud computing such as eavesdropping,
fraud, theft, and external attacks. Each of these affect the CIA Triad for cloud
computing. Eavesdropping allows the unauthorized gathering of information,
fraud can be either data manipulation or falsification, and external attacks can
result in lack of availability for cloud computing services. There are several techniques used to compromise the CIA Triad for cloud computing. Reconnaissance
can involve various methods of collection methods and social engineering to
gather information to be granted unauthorized cloud access. These can include
physical break-ins to get to specific machines to access information, dumpster
diving to retrieve discarded information which can sometimes still be valid, and
social engineering to manipulate individuals into giving out secret information
such as passwords. Denial of Service is the main culprit for affecting the availability of cloud computing in the CIA Triad. Resources such as CPU, Network,
and Memory are the main targets to bring down access to cloud related services.
General methods implemented can be buffer overflows and packet flooding.
Other general methods used to violate the CIA Triad include account cracking
and malicious software. Account cracking from brute force password attacks can
lead to unauthorized access to accounts and thus can result in data manipulation
and data being stolen. Malicious software such as viruses, spyware, and worms
can all in their own way affect each part of the CIA Triad [9].

3.3. Cloud Computing Threats and Countermeasures
With the amount of sensitive applications and data taking part in cloud compuDOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.512009
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ting there are various aspects of the technology where specific security issues can
take place. Security threats in the cloud computing environment have their own
exploits for taking advantage of different vulnerabilities. In virtualization, with
the amount of operating systems running on single hardware, it is possible to
loose track of all the machines present. This can result in a new machine running malicious code to either gain control of the entire system or bring the system down. Rootkits can be installed to infect machines to hide key components
from being identified by different security tools and programs. Countermeasures
for this type of attack revolve around authenticity checks for messages from the
client machines. A comparison of an original image file to upcoming service request via hash values is one specific method.
The software interfaces that clients use for cloud computing also have their
own set of risks. The control over several virtual machines and systems in combination with potential insecure interfaces and application program interfaces
can lead to unauthorized access, reusable passwords, and limited logging to
name a few. Countermeasures can include strong authentication methods and
encrypted transmissions. The storage of data by third party data center can result in data breaches that leak information and cause data corruption. In particular, by renting a server from other service providers for reduction of costs and
flexibility, cloud providers run the risk for malicious insiders to steal the valuable data on the service provider servers. There are multiple security threats that
can result in data breaches such as identify theft, malware, SQL injection,
and phishing. Data breach aftermaths can result in cloud service providers to
close because of the financial and legal issues that arise with customer data
loss and corruption. Countermeasures include filter techniques for user inputs, active content filtering for SQL attacks, and web application vulnerability detection.
Related to the data breach risks stated previously, since data in cloud computing can be stored anywhere in the world this can lead to access problems for
clients. This makes any type of localized attacks at the storage areas completely
out of the customer’s control. For a customer and provider, knowing who is
managing their data and what are their privileges is part of the preventative
maintenance process for making sure their data is secure. With storage locations
being unknown, identity management and authentication is key. Brute force attacks can decrypt passwords and lead to unauthorized access. On a related note,
with storage facilities being all over the world there are privacy concerns that are
associated in the cloud-computing environment. Different countries may have
different privacy regulations with their own restrictions and guidelines on data
security. This can lead to data being prone to man-in-the-middle attacks and
other eavesdropping techniques. The countermeasures to protect data because of
data location and the privacy issues include high-level password authentications
and data access policies, sniffing detection platforms, and separating endpoint
and server security processes [10].
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.512009
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3.4. Security Threats to Cloud Computing Characteristics
Looking at the characteristics of cloud computing that were discussed in a previous section, here we can find and describe security risks to the cloud service
environment. The elasticity nature of cloud computing makes security breaches
possible even though safety measures are in place such as data encryption. For
multi-tenancy, the service placement engine, which overlooks the lists of available resources for the cloud resource pool, must have several security requirements. These are needed to avoid the placement of multiple cloud services on
the same hardware resource, which can create data vulnerabilities. With shared
resource pooling comes a certain distribution and multi-user environment. Here
risks are always present because of the lack of control users have in this type of
environment. Referring back to the previous section on specific CIA threats with
the issues of control over data and applications, since customers have to trust the
service provider with sensitive data without knowing exactly where the services
or applications are located in general, the data itself is vulnerable in each area of
the CIA triad. Adding on to characteristics, there is also a lack of standard at
each cloud tier. High flexibility in a cloud computing environment can make users become dependent on only one service provider which can make them even
more vulnerable from the lack of diversity [11].

3.5. Security Threats to Cloud Computing Service Models
Each service model has its own set of unique vulnerabilities based on its structure. This comes from the differences in what is managed by users and the cloud
service providers for each service model. Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) specific
vulnerabilities include identity management, lack of standards, service secrecy,
anywhere access, and general infrastructure security. For identity management
the use of third parties creates differences in how they approach restricting system access to authorized users increases vulnerabilities. Also with lack of standards and service secrecy, the fact that the information on where data is stored
and the lack of disclosers on how it is secured creates vulnerabilities for users.
With this lack of information the service providers do not guarantee the safety of
data other than just general formalities saying that the data is secured. With this
service model, since access can occur anywhere, individual users and endpoints
cannot be guaranteed to be secure. This can create openings for threats to this
cloud service model. Now as stated before, there will be issues with data security
when running an application on the cloud as the infrastructure security is totally
dependent on the service provider.
Platform-as-a-Service model vulnerabilities include attacks that affect availability, API security, platform applications upgrades, and general development
security. This service model is susceptible to Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.
With no standards for API security this makes authentication issues arise which
can lead to the cloud to be exposed to attacks from other users. The upgrading of
platform components and patch updates together can stop possible service downDOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.512009
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time because of this. Overall changes though can lead to compromised data and
applications. With this service model providing the development environment
tools to customers, the customers do not have a guarantee that they are secure.
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) model vulnerabilities include enforcement
of Service Level Agreement, virtualization, and security of virtual machines. The
enforcement of service level agreements has to be done by both the cloud service
provider and customers when necessary. The lack of enforcement and monitoring of quality of services can create security issues. For virtualization, changes to
virtual machines in general can create security threats and the lack of a controlling system to monitor virtual machines and the communications that take place
also creates a high-risk environment. The security of virtual machines in particular the communication and mobility must be secure to prevent cloud servers
from being susceptible to DDoS related attacks. Overall, for the three service
models they each share vulnerabilities that relate to the CIA triad such as each
one can be susceptible to DDoS attacks, which affect availability, or the assurance of information, which affects confidentiality, and maintaining data integrity in general [11].

3.6. Intrusion Detection Systems
The previously mentioned cloud computing threats can be categorized into two
areas, they are insider attacks which include cloud users doing unauthorized
tasks, and outsider attacks such as DDoS. Preventing these attacks is a challenge
for Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) [12]. “The definition for Intrusion Detection Systems is the process of monitoring events occurring in a computer system
or network and analyzing them to look for intrusions” [12]. The system itself
can be both hardware and software. However there are some limitations to existing IDS that make it a challenge to work within the cloud-computing environment. They do not have autonomic self-adaptation, lack scalability, and are
not deterministic. Thus new cloud based IDS are needed [12].
Looking at the detection techniques used by IDS they are categorized by signature based, anomaly based, and hybrid based detection. Signature based detection compares current information on a network to a pre-established database of
signatures that is used to determine if current information corresponds to an attack. Pattern recognition techniques are used by this method in the decision
making process of whether or not current traffic matches to a known signature.
Benefits to this type of detection method is that it has high accuracy and is flexible as new signatures can be added to the database to keep the system up to date.
One major drawback though is the fact that it relies on a current database. If an
unknown new attack would occur, the system would have no way of recognizing
it. Anomaly-based detection actively tries to find suspicious activity on a network or system. Preload profiles are used with current user activities to detect
any possible intrusions. Profiles are created within a given timeframe known as a
training period, which the regular activities of users and overall network usage
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.512009
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are considered. This gives the IDS time to identify habits within a network over a
certain period of time such as CPU usage, file access times, and incorrect logins.
The benefit that this type of detection has over signature-based is that it can
detect unknown attacks by comparing current network and system activities to
the profiles that it has created to determine that an attack is taking place. Hybrid
detection is the combination of signature-based and anomaly-based detection
using both methods as one IDS [12].

3.7. Cloud Computing Intrusion Detection Systems
The types of cloud-computing IDS are Network based, Host based, Distributed,
and Hypervisor-based. Network based IDS can use both signature and anomaly
based techniques to identify potential malicious activities. After it scans the traffic for a network, it uses the IP and transport layer headers of each packet in its
detection. This type of system however, cannot analyze encrypted traffic and intrusions in a virtual network by a virtual machine monitor which creates and
runs virtual machines.
Host based IDS instead of collecting information from the entire network it
collects and analyzes information from a specific host machine to detect any
possible intrusions. Information that is used includes network events, system
calls, and file usage to name few. Any modification in the host kernel, host file
system, or overall behavior of the program that seems to be unusual is reported
as an attack. In cloud computing, Host based IDS can be deployed on the hypervisor (creates and runs virtual machines) or host. Here it can use system logs,
user logins, and policies to detect any potential threat within the cloud. Benefits
over Network based IDS include the ability to now analyze encrypted traffic, but
this type of detection system is vulnerable to DDoS attacks.
Distributed IDS combines many Network based and Host based IDS, which
are deployed on a large network. Each individual IDS communicate with a centralized server.
Hypervisor-based IDS is used for virtual machines as it is set up at the hypervisor layer. This system monitors communication at different levels such as
communication between virtual machine and hypervisor to detect any type of
anomalies [12].

4. Mobile Cloud Computing
Mobile Cloud Computing has been made prominent with the dramatic rise of
mobile devices being connected to the Internet. Mobile Cloud Computing is defined as a system in which both the data processing and data storage are performed outside the mobile environment [13]. With applications needing constant access to the Internet the services provided by Mobile Cloud Computing
can offer convenience and ease of use. Applications now have a larger scope with
computations and data storage being used in the cloud instead of being all directly on the mobile device [13]. Looking first at the architecture of Mobile
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.512009
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Cloud Computing can allow for a better understanding of the platform and the
differences between itself and regular Cloud Computing.

4.1. Mobile Cloud Computing Architecture
Mobile cloud computing services have some differences than the cloud services
as regular cloud computing with Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). This is due to these classifications being based on virtualization [14]. With the increasing number of mobile
clients in cloud computing using mobile applications that are linked to servers
operating in the cloud, breaking down mobile cloud computing architecture into
its components can help with understanding how mobile devices and clients
work with cloud computing. These components are mobile clients, middleware,
and cloud services. Each mobile client connects to the cloud, which is managed
by service providers’ thorough middleware. The middleware component pushes
updates to services via hypertext transfer protocol [15].
For mobile cloud service models, they are classified based on the roles of
computational entities within a service framework. Specific models are titled
Mobile as a Service Consumer (MaaSC), Mobile as a Service Provider (MaaSP),
and Mobile as a Service Broker (MaaSB). The most popular model for mobile
cloud computing is MaaSC. Mobile devices using this model can achieve higher
performance and have a broader range of application capabilities by outsourcing
computation and storage to the cloud. MaaSP is the opposite of MaaSC where
now each client has the capability of the service provider. Services provided here
are based on sensing and processing capabilities of the connecting mobile devices with application data ranging from GPS, camera, and other device related data. Other local devices receive this data in order to improve performance and
accuracy of various applications. MaaSB is used when mobile devices are limited
in their capabilities. This model allows an extension to sensor networks where a
mobile device can be used as a gateway to provide network services via Bluetooth, WiFi, and cell phone provider network in order to communicate and
send data to cloud resources. Mobile devices can also act as a security layer to
sensor networks under this service model [14]. Figure 2 shows an overview of
each mobile cloud service model.

4.2. Mobile Cloud Challenges
Similar to regular Cloud Computing, the challenges with Mobile Cloud Computing revolve around security and resources especially with the mobile devices
themselves. Each mobile device can have limited battery and computational
power in comparison to desktop and laptop computers, which is a major factor
to take into consideration when using applications on the cloud. Also with varying signals and network problems that mobile device carriers can have may lead
to inefficient operation. This can lead to the lack of Internet connectivity which
means cloud operations will not be fully functional. For security, the risks are
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.512009
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Figure 2. Mobile cloud computing service models: (a) Mobile as a service consumer model; (b) Mobile as a service provider; (c)
Mobile as a service broker.

similar to traditional devices that connect to the Internet as mobile devices are at
risk for malicious attacks as well as the general cloud security [13], which was
discussed earlier in the paper.

4.3. Mobile Cloud Applications
Current applications that are being used as a result of the increased popularity of
mobile devices are email, banking, healthcare, and gaming to name a few. Email
acts as the main application of the Mobile Cloud as emails are stored on a remote server and are accessed and updated regularly by mobile devices. Banking
and commerce in general, is utilizing the Mobile Cloud for performing different
transactions such as Mobile Banking and shopping. For healthcare the Mobile
Cloud is used to provide better overall service and treatment for patients such as
ease of access of patient health records. On the entertainment side, Mobile
Gaming has taken advantage of using the Mobile Cloud for computing resources
to allow users to play advanced type of games on their mobile devices [13].
The list of mobile cloud applications described in [14] includes computation,
storage, security and privacy, and context awareness. One obstacle faced by mobile cloud computation is that dividing tasks between a local mobile device and
the cloud can be inefficient leading to high energy consumption, CPU usage, and
network delays. Various services mitigate these inefficiencies by offering runtime
environments to make mobile applications run seamlessly between local devices
and the cloud servers. Other services use code to maximize energy consumption
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.512009
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as well as offloading tasks to the cloud is made efficient by having this process to
be automatic. For mobile cloud storage, automatic synchronization is a preferred
feature to send data to storage services. Examples of storage services include
Dropbox and Google Drive. Each mobile device has a limited amount of storage
capacity and sensitive data used in automatic synchronization such as history,
contacts, and preferences has to be kept in a secure and reliable space [14].

5. Internet of Things (IoT)
With the concept of Internet of Things (IoT) now a reality, the amount of devices connected to the Internet has grown exponentially. The combination of cloud
computing, sensors, and actuators creates a network never seen before. These
smart devices can range from practically anything including wearables, security
solutions, healthcare, smart electric meters, smart appliances, and power grids to
name a few [16]. The incorporation of these devices with cloud computing has
increased performance potential and they also have many challenges.

5.1. Internet of Things and Cloud Computing
Cloud IoT is the name given for the combination of Internet of Things and
Cloud Computing. Cloud Computing has most of the issues that Internet of
Things has solved with nearly unlimited capabilities in processing power and
storage. Now Internet of Things can also benefit Cloud Computing by extending
its scope and bring new types of services. Looking at specifics, Internet of Things
produces a large amount of data from the information it gathers and Cloud
Computing is the most cost effective and convenient way to handle the amount
of data produced by Internet of Things. For processing power, each Internet of
Things device has limited processing power and resources. Usually data is transferred to more powerful capable devices for processing. Cloud Computing can
offset this drawback of Internet of Things and create higher levels of complexity
with these devices. Looking at connectivity, each device that is part of Internet of
Things has to be IP-enabled and the costs for support can be rather high. Cloud
Computing offers a much more cost-effective solution and these devices can be
managed and monitored in real-time from applications on the cloud. Overall the
addition of Cloud Computing to Internet of Things can solve the issues of scalability, reliability, and security [17].

5.2. Cloud IoT Applications
The area of healthcare can benefit greatly from Cloud IoT as it creates a solution
to managing healthcare sensor data efficiently. Mobile devices that are tailored
for healthcare can be made more secure and available as with regular Internet of
Things devices they generate a large amount of data that has to be managed and
processed. With the introduction of Cloud Computing, these devices can allow
for innovation in this industry, and create cost effective, efficient, and high quality services [17].
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2017.512009
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Smart Home applications can range from managing energy consumption,
lighting, and air conditioning. Each relies on a sensor network, which can produce a large amount of data. The rise of home automation and Internet-enabled
devices in a household create an opportunity for an integration of a cloud to
manage these devices. The cloud must provide internal network connections,
intelligent remote control, and automation. Another home related application is
video surveillance. Using the cloud can mitigate any potential storage constraints that may arise with the amount of data gathered in surveillance. Cloud
based solutions can be used to store and mange content from surveillance feeds
and deliver it to authorized user devices via the Internet [17].
Smart Energy can utilize Cloud IoT to provide intelligent management of
energy systems such as energy distribution and energy consumption. For distribution, electricity can be better managed by providing services after analyzing
data collected from nodes that have sensing, processing power, and network capabilities. Each node along with the cloud can distribute tasks and the decision-making can be made on the cloud [17].
The automotive industry also can have many benefits with the integration of
Cloud Computing and Internet of Things with transportation technologies.
These IoT-based vehicular data clouds benefits can include increased road safety, reduced traffic, and vehicle maintenance [17]. “Vehicular Clouds are designed to expand the conventional Clouds in order to increase on-demand the
whole Cloud computing, processing, and storage capabilities, by using underutilized facilities of vehicles” [17]. Issues with vehicular clouds include scalability
due to the amount of vehicles and number changes. Along with this the various
speeds and locations where vehicles travel can cause interruption in communications, which reduce performance, reliability, and quality of service. Security is
also an issue due to the lack of an established infrastructure preventing any effective authentication [17].

6. Conclusion
In summary, this survey paper provides a general overview of Cloud Computing
and various subtopics related to the technology behind it including mobile, security and IoT. The scope and potential for Cloud Computing can be endless but
it has several drawbacks and security risks that need to be addressed in order for
it to become more reliable and more accepted. As a new Information Technology model and platform for the consumptions and delivery of services on the Internet, there are many benefits from both a business and personal standpoint.
These applications can utilize Cloud Computing to provide better and more efficient services as discussed in the previous sections. Full utilization of Cloud
Computing has yet to be realized but as the technology and architecture become
more adopted along with possible standardizations that are needed, many devices and applications can have a much larger scope and greater performance potential from Cloud Computing.
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